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SUMMARY

D-optimal designs within the class of rctatable designs are considered
for first-, second-, third- and fourth-order models over spherical regions.
Within the class, D-efficiencies of the optimal d-th order design as a design
for l-th order model for / < d and d - 2, 3 and 4 are derived. Situations
where the additional parameters due to a m-th order model (/ < m < d)
are also estimated and investigated too.

Keywords : D-optimal design. Efficiency, Rotatable design. Spherical
region.

Introduction

Consider tlie problem of selecting a suitable design when the true model
may be a submodel of tiie assumed model, i.e. tlie true expectation function
may be oiily a part of tlie assumed expectation function. A similar problem
is tliat of selecting an appropriate design for a given model when some
parameters of the model are of little or no interest, i.e., are nuisance parameters.
Tlie D,-optimality criterion introduced by Karlin and Studden [6] and
subsequently considered by many investigators deals with D-optimality for s(<p)
of the parameters where p is tlie total number of parameter in the assumed
model. The D^- efficiency of a design is its efficiency under D^-optimality
criterion. Clearly appropriate versions of tliese functions are suitable design
criterion when tlie true model is a submodel of tlie assumed model. Note that

tlie available literature seems to have very few results on D^-optimal designs
for polynomial models in more, tlian one variable.

In what follows we consider multivariate polynomial regression in spherical
regions and investigate tlie consequence of using a D-optimal d-tli order design
when the parameters of interest iare only those belonging to a model of order
I (<d) for d=2,3, and 4. We study the efficiency of the design with respect to
the D-optimal design for the parameters of interest Having performed a design
for a d-th order model when his interest is in a l-tb order model, the experimenter
has several options. One option is to estimate the parameters of the /-th order
model only, ignoring the other parameters completely. More generally he may
fit a (/+i)-th order model (i - 0, 1, 2,..., d-/) but make inferences only about
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tlie parameters of the l-th order model. This the experimenter might do if he
learns about tlie true model only after estimating all tlie parameters in the
/-th order model. For each i, tlie consequences would be quite different and
distinction must be made between tliese situations. The cases, i = o and i = d - /
are important from a practical pointof view. Tlieothercases, altliough possibly
not so relevant, have been included for tlie sake of completeness of the study
from a theoretical stand point.

2. Preliminaries

Let tliere be K quantitative factors Xj,...,Xj.. Suppose tlie response Y(x) at
point X= (x,,...,xj.)' in tlie factor space is assumed to have an expectation
function given by

k k i

E{Y(X)}= p„ +X PiXi + E S Pij (1)
i B 1 i» 1 j • 1

where tlie right hand side of (1) contains all tlie

of order d. Tlie observations on tlie response are assumed to be uncorrelated
and homoscedastic, tlie common variance being, witliout loss of generality, taken
to be unity.

A design ^ of order d is a probability measure on tlie experimental region
z which allows estimation of all tlie parameters in a d-tli order model. WriUng
E <y (x)}= f (x) p the information matrix of ^ is given by
M(Q =J f(x) f (x) C, (dx). If Ntrials are perfomied in accordance with i; then
tlie dispersion matrix .of tlie least squares estimator ^ of p given by
N~' M"' (Q. Under D- optimality criterion tlie objective is to minimize the
generalized variance of ^i.e. to maximize 1M (Ql. The D-efficiency of adesign
; is {IM (QI/I M(C)! where C D-optimal design and p is Uie
number of parameters in tlie model.

Now suppose p' is partitioned as [p'̂ j, p'̂ jl where p^j^is tlie vector of
parameters of interest, witli corresponding partitioning of f(x) as
[f'(;/x),rpj(x)]. Then

r M,,
M(C)= M MMji M22

whereMij.= I f^, (x) (x) CCdx) (i,j =l,2) and Mi2= M'̂ ^.

k + d

d
;erms of a polynomial
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If alone is estimated tlie coirespoiiding information matrix is while

if both p^jjand P^^) ^re estimated the information matrix for P^j^is

Suppose that the x"s are suitably standardized so that z is a hypersphere

which witliout loss of generality is taken to be centered at the origin and of
unit radius, i.e. z= {x:x'x<l} = Let (t'^) denote the spherical shell
of radius t '̂̂ centred at tlie origin, i.e. S,^(t'̂ ^) = {x:x'x=t}

In what follows we shall restrict attention to the class of rotatable designs
which were introduced by Box and Hunter [1] and are known to be only
admissible ones for spherical regions under D- and many cominonly used criteria
(see Kiefer, [7]). For a rotatable design of order d

J x"i... x^ ^(dx) =

0 if one or more of the a-^ are odd,

a,!

(a/2) I
i-l

if all of the tt; are even

where a = L ttj < 2d and ..., are moments of the design Thus,

for a first-order rotatable design, M(Q= Diag {1, X^I^} and for a second-order

rotatable design, writing f'(x) = (1, x^,..., x^; Xj,..., x^; x, x^,.., x^_ jx^) we
obtain M(Q= Diag <A,, A^, A3} where

A,=
1 X^Epk

, Aj —^ A3 —X,4 I

In the above and what follows I^ denotes the a x a identity matrix and
^ ^ denotes the a x b matrix of I's.

For a third-order rotatable design, M(Q=^Diag {A,, A^, A3, Aj} where
5= •'̂ 4 ° = F* .k), F being given by

^ 3X4 A,4Eik_j

1 3X.5E1._11 X.6^2Ik_i + Ek_i k-i)
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This blocking of M(Q arises from partitioning f (x) into four component
sets of terms: (1) {1. xf,.... x^}, (2) {Xj, X; x^ X; x^; there are ksuch sets} (3)
{x.xj. (i<j)}, (4) {Xj X, (i, j, 0}

Similarly, by arranging the terms in f(x) suitably, M (Q for a fourth- order
rotatable design may be written as a partitioned matrix with five non-zero blocks
along the principal diagonal and zeros elsewhere (Draper and Herzberg [2]).
The non-zero blocks arise from intersection of rows and columns corresponding
to tlie five sets of terms :

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

X2i***, j

{Xj, Xj Xj,..., X; x^; there are ksuch sets},

{X; Xj, X; Xj. Xp.., X; Xj x^ (1 <j) -, thcrc are k(k -1)/2 such sets},

{XiXjX, (i<j<l)}(fork>3),

{X; Xj. x^ (i<j <u< v)} (for k > 4).

Thus for a fourth-order rotatable design M(Q= Diag {Mj, M3, M^,
Mj}where FkX Mj =\ ®M^, M3 = Fk^ ®M*.

\ / \ / \ ^

Here ® denotes tlie Kronecker product, = F* and

>^4 3^6 3^^^ ^6Ei.k-2
3X, 15Xg 9Xg 3X8Eik_,
3^6 9Xg 15Xg

K^-2,1 3>^8^2.1 3^8 ^-2,1 Xg(2Ik_, + E,

The matiix Mj has a more complex structure and may be expressed as

1 3X4 Elk >^4Ei.k'
X^Ek., k,(2\ +E^^) X,(12Ik + 3Ek,k) X,(2B-^Ek,k.)
3>^4Ek,i X<;(12lK +3Ek,k Xg(96Ik +9Ei^k) Xg(12B +3^k')
X4 Ek, 1 Xfi (2B -h Ek- k) Xg (12B -h SE^, Xg (9V + 3B, + B^)

Mi =

where k'= k(k-l)/2,B= ((b, iP), b,= 1if/e {i,j} and b, Ootherwise
(/= l,,...,k; l<i<j<k). Further B,, Bj are association matrices
corresponding to first and second associate relationships respectively of a
triangular type partially balanced association scheme in k' symbols (see, Huda
and Mukeijee [4]).
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3. D-optimal designs

In what follows wee shall consider the D-optimal designs within the class
of rotatable designs.

3.1. First-order designs

For a first-order rotatable design IM (Q1= V,(Q which is
maximized by having X^=l/k so that the D-efficiency -of ^ is

{Vi (Q/V, •>..

3.2. Second-order designs

For a second-order rotatable design lM((QI =
+ Vj(0. which is readily seen to be

maximized by ^2 having \= where>.4(2)= k^/ik +2) and
(k + 3)/{(k+l)(k + 2)}. Therefore. D-efficiency of ^ is

Vj (Q/Vj >=[{(k +1) (k +2) V(k-H 3)}"

{(k+1)(k +2)^ X/Oc +3)}<^-

{(K +2) X4 - kX^} (k +1)^ (k +2)V{2 (k +3)}]2/0c+i)(k+2)

3.3. Third-order designs

For a third-order rotatable design

IM(0I= 3''<k+2)X,4-kX^}

>6(I'"^ (k +4) X, - (k +2) Xj}''= V3

It can be seen that for given X^and is maximized by taking X.^s large
as possible. It follows that ,the D-optimal design ^3 will be of the type putting

amass, say (1-w) and amass wuniformly over Sj^(l) and (p''̂ ), respectively,
for some p < 1. For this type of design, = (1 - w + wp')/{k(k+ 2)...(k+2i-2)}

i=l, 2, 3 so that {(k+2) X.4-kX^} =w(l-w)(l-p)^/k and
{(k +4) X^ X.g - (k +2)X,5 }=w(1-w) p(l - p)?/{k^ (k +2)}. then IM (QI has
to be maximized as a function of p and w over 0 < w, p <1. However, the
maximizing values of p and w can not be obtained algebraically. The values
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were obtained numerically in Galil and Kiefer [3} and are reproduced below.
The D-efficiency of a tbird-order rotatable design is therefore

d/{(k + 3)Ck + 2)(k+l)>

VaCyJ
fVsCOl

(1 -w + wp^)

'(k+2)X.5-k> '̂ k{k-l)0c+4)/6fk(k +2)(k +4)?.g^
w(l-w)(l-p)^ (1 - W+ Wp )

{(k +4) ^2 - (k +2) X.^} k^ (k +2)
w(l-w)p(l-p)^

where w and p correspond to the D-optimal design ^3 and are as in Table 1.

k -,6/{(k + 3)(k + 2)(k+l)}

1/2Tablel; D-optimal values of w, p

K 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

w 0.308 0.208 0.150 0.113 0.088 0.070 0.058 0.048 0.041

0J15 0.544 0360 0J69 0376 0.580 0384 0.586 0.588

3.4, Fourth-order designs.

For a fourth-order rotatable design ^ the expression for IM(QI is rather
complicated and were derived by Patel and Arapkoske [9] and also by Huda
and Mukeijee [4], Huda and Mukerjee [5] subsequently showed that the
D-optimal design puts masses w„, w, and Wj uniformly spread over S^(P),

(t '̂̂ ^and (1), respectively where w^ - MWj+w^) and w,, w^ and t
Wj, Wj are as in Table 2 which follows. Note that for desigiis of this type
y^= (Wj+Wjt') / {k(k+2)... (k-H2i-2)} i - 1, 2, 3, 4 and hence

(k +4)X2X<i-(k-i-2)^5 = WiW2t(l-t)V<k^(k-t-2)},

(k-i-6)>.4X,-(k +4)X^ = w,W2t^(l-t)V{k^(k-h2)^(k-H4)},

(k 6) ^ - (k -1- 2) X4 Xfi = w, Wj t (1 -1)^ (1 (k +2)(k +4)}.
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Table 2. D-optimal values of t, Wj and

K 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

t .4602 .4794 .4920 .5007 .5071 .5120 .5158 .5188 .5212

.3439 .2704 .2129 .1704 .1388 .1150 .0966 .0823 .0709

W2 .5894 .7010 .7728 .8217 .8564 .8820 .9013 .9163 .9281

4. D-efficiencies

In this section we study the efficiency of the D-optimaldesigns in estimating
only a subset of the parameters from the assumed model.

Consider the following scenario. Assume that a > b > c with at least one
strict inequality and suppose that

(i) the design ^.which is D-optimal for the arth order model is employed,
and

(ii) the b-th order model is fitted, and

(iii) inferences are made only about the parameters of the c-th order model.

Let E(a, b, c, ) be tlie D-efficiency of in this role. Then it immediately

follows that

E,(2,1.1.)= {Vi(y/V,

= [ { k (k + 3) }/{(k + 1) (k + 2)

E(3.1,1.)= {V, (Q/V, (1 -w +wpf

E(4.1,1,)= {(V, (g/V, (C,) (W2 +w,

When a rotatable design of order a>2 is used to estimate only the
parameters of a second-order model, the relevant information matrix for the
parameters of a first-order model is

Diag {{(k +2) X.4 - kX^}/{ (k +2) },

It follows that

E (2.2,1.) = 12/{ (k +1) (k + 2) E (2.1.1),

E(3.2.1,)= {w(l-w)(l-p)V(l-w +wp^)}'̂ <^-''>£(3,1,1).

E(4.2.1,) = {1 - (wj +w, t)V(w2 +w, t^) " E(4,1,1).
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Also, it is readily seen tliat

E(3,2,2)=

= [(1--w+wp)''(l+ -w)(l-p)^

k(k + 3)

E(4,2,2)=

= [(Wj +W, t)'' (Wj +Wi t^)*" (Wj +Wi t^) (Wj +Wi t)^}
>

(k+l)(k +2y2f<^-''>^-^^>^(k-H)(k +2) '̂̂ ^"^^
k(k + 3)

When a rotatable design of order a > 3 is used to estimate only the
parameters of a third-order model, the relevant information matrix for the
parameters of a second-order model is the block diagonal matrix given by

Diag{Ai.A3, [{(k + 4) - (k+ 2) + 4) }] l^}

where A, and A3 are as defined in Section 2. It follows that

E(3,3,2,) = [{w (1 - w) p (1 -p)V(l - w+wp^)}'' (1 - w+wp2)(^-

w(1 - w) (1 -p)^ { (k +1) (k+2)/k (k +

(k+ l)(k-i-2)/2]^^"''><^-'̂ >

= [w(1 - w) p (1 - p)V{(l - w+wp) (1 - w-I- wp®)}]^<^-' E(3,2,2),

E(4,3,2) = [{Wi W21 (1 - t)V(w2 +w, t')}" (w^ +Wi ef- "

{(W2 +w,t^) - (Wj +Wi t)^} (k +1)(k +2)/k(k =3)}"

(k+l)(k +2)/2]^^-"^^-'^>

= [W, Wj t (1 - t)V{ (Wj +Wi t) (Wj +W, t')}]2k/(lc+1) (lc+2) g (4^ j, 2.).

Similarly it can be seen that

E(4,3,3)=

= I{ (Wj +w,t')/(l - w+wp^) f--

{{ (Wj +Wi t^) - (W2 +wi t)^}/w (1 - w) (1 - p)^}
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{(Wj +W, t^)/(l-w +

{w, Wj t (1 - t)Vw (1 - w) P(1 - p)^ }kjd/{(k+3) (k+2)(k+i) >

When a rotatable design of order a > 3 is used to estimate only the
parameters of a third-order model the information matrix for the parameters
of a first-order model is

Diag{{(k +1)\ - kA^}/{ k+2)X.4}.[{(k+4)X^ -ik+2) Xly/Hk +4)

It follows that

E(3,3,1,)= [(w(l-w)(l-pV(l-w +wp^)}

{W (i - W) p (1 p)V(l - W+ Wp^ }'']l/(k+ 1)

= [w(l -w)p(l -p)V{(l -w +wpV(l -w +wp)}]'̂ '̂̂ '̂ E(3,2,1).

E(4,3,1,) = [{1 - (wj-(• Wi t)V(w2 +Wi^)}

{w, Wj t (1 - t)V(w2 +w, t'y'

= [w, Wj t (1 - t)V{(w2 +w, t) (Wj +w, E(4,2,1).

It remains to derive E (4, 4, c,) for c - 1, 2, 3,. In order to do so we
need to obtain inverses of some of the blocks along the diagonal of the
information matrix of a fourth-order rotatable design. In general these,
particularly the inverses of the blocks froni M, defined earlier, are quite
complicated, The following approach, also used in Mukerjee and Huda [8]
allows very simple expressions for the required inverses. Define

-IA= -(k + 6) X;

W =
0

A C

2^4(k+4)-'V,
.C = k 0

B'V

where k'= k(k-l)/2 and 1,= E,,i.

Then it can be seen that W M,W - Diag {Z,T} so that

M7'= z"' z-'A'
Az CT-'C-hAz-'A'
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where

Z =
^12 ^Ic "hi + J)

.T=^ L
(k+ 4)) (k+ 6) (21^ + J) , (k + 6) (2B + E)
(k+ 6)(2B + E). 9Ik. + 3Bi+ B2

with

Zi,= l-k(k +2)^5/{(k +4)(k +6)Xg},Z22= X.4-(k +4)}L2/{(k +6)X8}

z,2= X2-(k +2)X4 V{(k +6)>.8 >. and J= Ek,k.E= E^^,.

Let z'̂ denote the (i, jKth element of z"'. Then
z"= (k +2)Zjj/{(k +2)Zj, Zjj-kZjj}. It follows that when a fourth-order
rotatable design is used to estimate all the parameters of fourth-order model
the relevant information matrix for the parameters of a first-order model is

Diag {(z"r'. [{ (k +4) - (k +2) X,^}/(k +4) I,}.

Now, for the D-optimal design it can be seen after some algebra that

z"=w~\ Hence

E(4,4,1) = [Wo {w, Wjt (1 - t)V(w2 +Wjt^) }'' ')

= [(i - w, - WjVO - (wj +W,^)/(W2 +w/)}]'''^"^E (4,3,1)

Similarly, when a fourth-order rotatable design is used to estimate all the
parameters of a fourth-order model, the information matrix for the parameters
of a second-order model is y

Diag {Z,

Hence

(k +4)X2X.g-(k +2)X5
(k + 4)X,

(k +6)?L4>.8-(k + 4)X^
(k + 6)X„

k(k + 3y2tk{k+2)

E(4,4,2) = (1 - W, - Wj)
W,W2(l-t)^(k+l)(k +2)l

k(k + 3)

(k + l)(k-H2)
k(It+l)/2 |2/0c+l)(k + 2)

2(W2-HWit^y'(W2-l- Wit"*)

y>
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k(k+iy2

Wiw/(l-t)^
2/(k+I)(k + 2)

(1 - W, - Wj)
(Wj +Wit"*)

(Wj +W,tT l)<J'+2y2 ^ ^ E(4.3.2)

When a fourth-order rotatable design is used to estimate all theparameters
of a fourth-order model, tlie infomiation matrix for tlie parameters of a
tliird-order model is

Diag {Z, Nlj, [{(k +6) Xg - (k +4) X^}/(k +6) >.g}] 1/ ,M^}

Therefore, it can be seen tliat

"7

Wq (1 - w + w p )
2^^ 2 N^k(k+I)/2

E(4,4,3) =

(Wj + Wit^)
k(k-l)(k + 4)/6

W, w/(l-t)'

(W2 +W,t'')(l - w+wp^)

,k-|fi/(k + 3)(k + 2)(k + l)
wiw^td-tr

(1 - w+ wp^) w(1 - w) p(l - p)^
1 1

wiwjt^d
-t)^̂k(k+i

y2"

(W
2+Wit^)(
W2+W,t
'')

(W2+W,t
)'̂

(W2+W
,t^)

\>

yE(4,3,3)

The numerical values of E(a,b,c) were computed for k= 2 upto k = 10 and
tlie results are displayed in Table 3.

5. Comments

Tlie efficiencies E(a, c, c) and E(a, a,c) are highly relevant from a practical
point of view. Since statistical models are usually adhoc in nature, the
experimenter may learn about tlie true order c oftlie model only after perfonning
the experiments in accordance with tlie optimal design forhis model assumed
to be of order a. If he does not have tlie resources to run furtlier experiments
he would obviously use tlie data already obtained and fit a model of order
c. Tlien E(a, c, c) gives an idea of how well he will be doing in tliis situation.

Similarly, E(a, a, c) becomes relevant when tlie experimenter learns about
tlie true model only after completing his estimation of tlie assumed model and
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Table 3. Efficiencies (in % ) of D-optimal designs

K 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

E(2,l,l) 88.55 92.40 94.63 96.02 96.93 97.57 98.02 98.36 98.62

E(3,l,l) 84.28 88.80 91.67 93.59 94.94 95.92 96.59 97.16 97.56

E(4.1,l) 82.38 87.01 90.08 92.19 93.69 94.81 95.64 96.30 96.82

E(2.2,1) 48.73 51.96 55.06 57.81 60.22 62.34 64.21 65.88 67.38

E(3,2,l) 45.87 50.03 53.77 56.99 59.70 62.02 64.11 65.89 67.52

E(4,2,1) 44.34 48.42 52.27 55.63 58.54 61.03 63.23 65.12 66.82

E (3,2,2) 89.78 92.48 94.30 95.56 96.46 97.14 97.59 97.98 98.26

E(4,2,2) 85.03 88.06 90.48 92.29 93.67 94.71 95.53 96.17 96.68

E (3,3,2) 34.46 33.97 35.10 36.73 38.53 40.30 42.16 43.82 45.51

E(4,3,2) 32.98 33.67 35.46 37.53 39.63 41.66 43.58 45.40 47.10

E(4,3.3) 93.08 95.30 96.59 97.40 97.93 98.31 98.59 98.80 98.97

E(3,3,1) 6.76 4.09 2.77 2.00 1.52 1.18 0.96 0.79 0.67

E(4,3,1) 6.67 4.38 3.15 2.39 1.88 1.51 1.25 1.05 0.89

E(4,4,1) 5.03 3.24 2.32 .1.77 1.40 1.13 0.95 0.80 0.69

E(4,4,2) 5.06 2.99 2.02 1.48 1.13 0.90 0.73 0.61 0.51

E (4,4.3) 30.22 28.40 27.70 28.95 29.93 31.08 32.32 33.59 34.86

is eitlier unwilling or unable to carry out further computations tliat would be
necessary to revise his estimates in tlie light of fresh information.

Although E(a, b, c) with a>b>c is possibly less important, none the less
it could be relevant in some situations. For example, when the experimenter
starts with a model of order a, performs the experiments and just before
beginning the estimation is told tliat tlie model should be of order b and after
tlie estimation is told tiiat tlie true order is c, E(a, b, c) gives a measure of
how well he will do if he does not revise his estimates in tlie light of latest
infonnation.

The determinant of Uie relevant information matrix strictly decreases as
weincrease b from c to a. This happens as a penalty for estimation of increasing
niimber of nuisance paramrters. Tlius, as exiKcted, tlie efficiency function
E(a, b, c) is a strictly decreasing function of b. Also note tliat E(a, b, c) <
E(a', b, c) when a > a' for most values of k under consideration.

Tlie results presented in tliis paper should be useful to the experimenter,
since tliese inform him how well he stands to do if he does not start afresh
in the light of most recent infomiation that he has received about tlie model.
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Figure 1 wliicli follows provides a graphical display of all the efficiencies
derived.
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